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INSTITUTE FOk RESEARCH ON TEACHING

Teachers' thoughts and decisions are the focus of studies currently

under way at Michigan State University's Institute for Research an Teach-

ing (IRT). .The 1RT, founded in April 1976 with a $3.6 million grant from

the Natiotial Institute of Education, has major projects investigatinii...

teacher decision-making/including stuaies of reading diagnosis and reme-

dfatidn, classroom management strategies, instruction in the areas of lan-

guage arts, reading, and mathematics, teacher education, teacher planning,

effects of"external pressures on teachers'. decisions,.and teachers' percep-
,

tiong. of student affect. Researchers from many different disciplines co-

operate in 1RT research. In addition, public school teachers work af IRT

as half-time collaborators in research, helping to design and plan studies,
,4101.

collect data, and analyze results. The Institute publishes research reports1

conference proceedings, occasional papers, and a free quarterly newsletter

/
for practitioners. For more)mformation or to.be placed on the IRT mailing

list please write to: The IRT Editor, 252 Erickson, MSU, East Lansing, Mich-
.11t*

igan 48824.

Director: Lee S. Shulman

Assoclatp Director: Judith E. Lanier

Editorial Staff:

Lawrence W. Lezótte, coordinator of Communications/Diss mination

Linda Shalaway, ,1RT editor
Janet Flegg, asPistant editor
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Abstract

I

.

Florio and Walsh dedcribe the develOpment of theik relationship

as researcher and teacher. As their colle'aguyship developed, they

provided each other with new insights and ways of looking at the

classroom and teachini.
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The Teac1;er as Colleague in Classroom Research

f.
Susan Florio and Martha Walsh

3

Cliissrooms ate social places. During the school day, teacherS and
4

children engage in talk andmovement that is subject to interpretation

from moMentto moment -- at play, during lessons, while cleaning up,

at lutich. A considerable part of the teacher's work involves decision

making about the social and academic grawth and readiness of children
4.

based on such interpretations of talk and movement. Typically, however,

peaplesdo not need to plan in advance of to put into words their

interpretive prdcedures, nor do they necessarily share theM, particularly

with others frbm different Cultural and linguistic traditions. This

state of affairs can complicate teacher decision making in culturally

'diverse classrooms. ,

,

It is One of ethnography's aims to.describe the interpretive

procedures operant among members of Articular social groups by means

1
Paper'originally presented as part of a s'ymposium on Studies of the

Social Organizalion of the Classroom at the annual meeting of the
American Educational Research,Association,iSan Francisco, 1976. It will
appear in Trueba, H., Guthrie, G., & Au, K. (Eds.). Culture and the

Classroom. (in press)

r
2
The research reported here was supported Jn part by a Spencer Founda-

.

tion grant awarded to Frederick grickson. The,authors also wish to acknow-
ledge the cooperation of the Institute for Research on Teaching at Michigan
State University and the Newt6n Public Selools, Newton; Massachusetts. The

authors accept sole responsibility for the Ideas expressed in this.paper.

3
Susan Florio.is coordinator NIRT's Writing Study. Martha Walsh is

a kindergarten/first-grade teacher wieh Newton'Public Schools, Newtori,
Massachusetts and la member of tbe IRT Advisory Board.
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of Observation of and p-articipation in the ways of life'Of those groups.

41 In this process, group members can become fnformants.to the extent that

they are called upon to step outside tUe.ebb and flow of life, and com-
.

ment upon it. When.a classroom is the social.setting and .fiteacher is
4

the informant, such commentary to an intereafed researcher'allows the

teacher to reflect upon practices of daily classroom life usually taken'

for,granted.

This paper traces the evolving relationship of a teacher and a

researcher who shared life in a kindergarten/first-grade classroom.for an

academic year. Their relationship became the basis for new 'ways of

thinking about the social and academic cbmpetencies of children in the

classroom, and for new ways of thinking about the aims and conduct of

classroom research.

Setting the Scene

The colleagueship between teacher and researcher evedved during

a pilot study of classroqm'interaction. In the 1974-75 academic year,

researchers at the-Harvard Graduate School of Education,initiated a

study whose history reflects several years.of thinking about -- and trying 444

Out -- methods for produc1R.cethnognft6icA11y valid accounts of classroom

communixation,, in m.4ny ways, therefore, it is a history of trial and

error -- and of 'insights that 'could not be ahticipated.

The researchers Aought an experienced primary school teacher to join

them:in a study of the socialization of young children to the ways of

behaving and making sense in the classroom. They hoped that the teacher

would he willing to have graduate students videotape periodically in her

class,room and to watch andWiscuss the tapes with the research team dur ng

the school year. 'A kindergarten/first-grade teacher, Martha Walsh,,was

,
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recommended by her,Trincipb.l.not only'beCause she had tau t successfully

at hie suburban Boston Title I schooljor seVed years, ut because she
0.

was particularly open about the operation-of her cla sroom and had a

3

reputation of willingness o try neW things. 1Ms. Wojäh typically taught

a kindergarten/first-grade class, and the majority of her students came

from blue collar, Italian-American families.'

From the tset, the study was intended to depart from tradition al

studies of teaching. The data analyzed were,videotaped samples

of naturally occurring classroom activities. The samples were taken
Arr.

at t e beginning, middle, and end of the school year.1 The stUdy was an

(1).

0-

eth graphy in that analysis of videotaped.tallCand movement was used to

learn about the social organization of Ms. Walsh's classroom and the

-14110:

processes by whichjkindergartners became.accustomed to it. As such, .1,t.

resembled othtr, more traditional ethnographles. Theory about face-to-

face interaction guided the fOrmation of initial research questions.and

data collection, but extfnsive viewing of the tapes was required to dis-

cover what the functionally relevant ways of beltaving mightbe flor, those.

Jnvolved.in the scene. As .a result of this early work, subsequent major.

modifications were-made in research questions and data collection

procedures. if ire

in the first,year of the study in Ms. Walsh's classroom, careful

. recording of retfievable slices of class room life for detailed analysis

Was done, However, this recording only scratched the surface in obtaining

a sense of the shared understandings of the teacher and class members

guiding their interactions. The study d1A not provide for long-term;

systematic observation of and particrpationNin classroom activity by-a

field worker. Although it was possible to construct models of the '4

4 .

organization of activities in the classroom on the basis Of videotape

4
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analysis and conversatiOns with.the teacher,the researchei's-lackeda

sense of the school an(' netgtborhood as they impinge on.life in the
L

classroom and,'most"Significantly, they liad lititle direct experience of t1 4s
v4

eveTyday life in the cllssrooM *they'had so faithfully recorded.on tape.

40, Th6s, to gain closer actess to.the general patterns of We to which

kindergartners become accustomed uponijoining Ms.. Walsh's class,

participant observation was an obvious addition to th study.

In the fall of the second year of the study, Susan Florio joined Mes.'

'Walsh's class as'a field worker. 'Ms. Florio waa an advanced doctoral

student who, prior to entefing graduate school, had been a middle school'

teachO'of language arts. With the added perspective that fieldwork:Made

possible,-the research team.acquired-an enriched ethnographic framewcirk,

0

in which to view and analyze the videotapes. Alsb, because of the

colleagueship that developed between teacher and-researcher during, this

phase of the study, it was poilsible to give serious consideration to

ways in which classroom interaction research can Articulate with and

130,4,1sed in the service of the.daily needseand goala of teachers and

children.

Beginning the Fieldwork

Both.teacher and reaearcher held several unanalyzed and precOn-

ceived assumptions about the.nature and purposes of classroom research
1

1
.at the outset of the pilot study.

The teacher, fOr ekample,.did not initially. see the reSearch project

68 a learning experience. She' volunteered to participate feeling that

she woulh not be changed in the te'ast by the experience} However, among

her unstated assumptions were that teachers often do things wrong and

that Outsiders -7 researchers -- come in'to fix or criticize them; and
'

0
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that educational reSearail.s.earried oilt t;rpically wh4re-and when a
L ,

. . '

... . - !
.

. - ..,
. setting ii in need of altering. She' was confused atipux the actual.- ..

-. .-%)%i ) .
4

lykrp6se of the study, Her'iniftal. questions wereg' "How diad they. find

- / .

me?" and "What' can I do for them that. rsotheone else' eouldn' t do better?"
-1 .

111 Her decision regarding the study.was ttlat shwouldt whatshe had don-e.

, for ,the ust seven'yeats in her classroom,.and that "they".ydre welcome

to o*rve. lf they learned.frdM"her- or-liked what they saw, great!

Hat shp was not going to worry about any negative implications of her
,

involveMent.
4111

II

The fieltlfresearchet- entered- the 4classroom seiting with assumptions

'about educational research as well. Thêse.arose out of her introiluction

0 o 1

to the study of teaching. Although attempting classroom participant

observation,'she assumed, for examplt, the following:

I. Educational research is typically conducted in thg context'
of "proof." Trfat Is, outsiders'observe phenomena in order

to evaluate needs, prescribe treatments, and then to. measure
Up effectiveness Of those treactments.

2. It is possible to observe a setting as complex as a,class--
room easily, syscpmatIcally,'and "objectively;" and thereby
to arrive at a description and understanding of the setting.

3. . The needs and questions of a clasArbom researcher probably
do not tverlap or articulate With those of a classroom teacher. -

*

Changes of Perspective

In the study's first year, flassroom videotaping without participant

observation left little time for communication between,the teacher and

the research team. Data collection took od the aspecC of traditional

classroom.obscrvAional'research. The researchers gpthered data

eyes glued to cameras or ears tuned tO headphones. They wOuld tape,

take notes, pacteuo, and leave: ThOugh.not put off by them, the

teitvher,did not feel part-.kularly included in or informed about what
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th.ey wene '433,dking, f Ckr . .

..
.

, -The ,lessionS held aq,thio udixteriity in,whieh.she was invited to..

.'-. b. ,. . ,

.

- eweild discussk tapfs made in her classroom gave the teacher and
.i

! 4...
. . -

,- -

,

.

. i

researchers their firstchttnce:to get inOlvedewith each other.. It. ,
.,,..

, . .
.

waS throngh.these sessiods and small group discussions that Ms. Walsh's...

' -
4.

,persPective"began to change; She began to see hdiself as a member of the
*

t

team. Naturally the process took time. At first, although told to
:

watch and edmment freely,L she.was not clear about what was expected
.

-of her. The sssions were very open-ended, but she still saw herself

- as an object of.investigatign, unable to generate any.of the queStions

and capable Of providing only "right" and "wrong" answers to the

, researchers; lthough the tapes began to be valuable to. her at this
---...

-)-timetas a tool for' awakening her thinktng about Imr 'classroom and

students, she wati unsure of what others wanteeto get from them or in .

what light she should comment while vfewing.
. ..

.1"
. 9- .

-A great deal of the-teacher's discomfort was occasioned by the

4P researcher's own vague ideas of how to proceed a't this point. Unlike

mAny scientists, theThad not generated explicit 6Ypotheses about' Ms,

Waish's classroom a priori. instead, they generated guidingquestiOns

or "working hypotheses"as they Went (Geer, 1969)." They attempted to

base these hypotheses on what they were seeing in the classroom tapes.-

From ar ethnographic per4pective, they seriously intended their open-
,

4

ended questions. Yet.asking questions such as "What's happening here'?"

and °What do you see in tlk kapes?" communicated an uncomfortable

message to Ms. Walsh.' After alll they were supposed to be the "experts."

Gradually, the teaaher and /researchers developed a sense of trust,

a personal rapport, ande-- not surprisingly -- a more clearly/defined

set of research questions. They came to know,one another as individUals

I p
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in the classroom, at,the vie4ing aeselons in 4niversity officgs, and

at informai:dAnnera. And, in the process, they came tp knoW a great'.

deal more about clapsroOm interaction research as well./

Research in the Contela.of Discovery -- The Joint Enterprise

of the "Partici ant,*, and.the "Observant Partici

In the study's sechnayear, the,participant observer entered the class=

s.

room, with the rather vague and naive idea tat by means i)f various

research strategies,she covld learn something about what went on in

the classroom, share her. insights with the teacher, and thereby Jeave

her with something that would make a difference in her day-today

classroom problems. As it turned out, this process was to/he but a

by-product of .the fieldwork research,'a way of repaying, Ms.

Wa.1.sh for her piarticipattbn. It was not the heart of the participant

y
`

Based on her initial experiences'as,both participant and observer

in the classroom, the fieldworker was forced both twteConsider the

complexity of the Aassroom phenomena she had hoped todocument and

perhaps influence, and to make explicit and question critically'her

0.0

assumptions.about how and why one engages in classroom research. Despite

a backgroIrd In.the literature of classroom interacipion and experience

tas a nonparticipant ,classroom observer, the research6: found her:IN

"just teaching" as she spent:more and more time with the children

in this class. Her awareness of soci;linguistic issues did not automati-

cally change anything that shesould see or feel in her own behavior

as.she engaged in daily activities 1,,.)1h the children. She was not very

di'fferent in this role,than she had been as a teacher in her own

class:(2orheveral yeears before.

p.

if
;
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What was different, ilOwever, was the 14nd Of disciplined-reflee-

tion she forOrd herself to engage in after each school day.

field Lesearcher, she was Anclined to
,

thiough the day's events

in light of what'she wave/II:ling and thinkin abo the functions of

. . . ,

language and noiliVerbdi behevio'r in social 'confexts (e.g., Cazden, John, &

8

4
0

Hymes, 1972; Gumperz, 1971; Hymes 1970. The researblier also had the s

advantage (4 v4deotapes of typical daily activities.. Thus the was able

to step out of the thick of events'and take-a _second ',(and often a thitd)

look at, the kinds of eveiits that.trplspired in the room and the roles

that people played in them.
(.

Gradually, the researcher realized that if r experience as a

participant obs6rver was different at all from hat it had be 'as

a teacher in her own classroom, it was because she was becoming-morel

sensitive the dYnamics of everyday classroom lifedv She alSo had
Tx

more tithe and tools available for reflection about classroom events--

-

the f6rmation and disbanding of groups, ,the eruption ofrguments, the

management of Interruptions, theidemonstration of the mastery of

academic skills. The following anecdote reported in her egt:ly field

notes illustrates the experience.

I was playing Gandyland, a board game, with a grodp of
students. It was the fourth day of school and,the first
where .1,was not pl\eoccupid Oith videotaping. During
he taping of the 'first. three days of school-and in
conversation with the researeh team that had beenithere
FOrthe .taping,,and now -- most'noticably -- during the

i was unable to reirain from forming strong im- ,

prpslons of most of th children. One of the boys.
in the group (Harry) seemed td me to be manipulative.
At cleanup time, he did not joidin, and T attempted to
get.himiphelp.in the effort. Uncertain ohiny .authority
in a rooin where I ipias not the- teacher, and therefore

hesitant to issue an imperative, deliberately said
instead, "Harry, will you help as put away the.game now?"
He.replled simply, "No." At that pointthe teacher, havinA
overheard the exchange, said, "Alright, Harry, go over and
help them dean up," -

4

.
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This'inCident oan be thought atiout in a .0gmber.01,41.',

.

.
s.

It may lie'that, in fa;t; Harry,.beiilg, new both'to'Meland
to'the kindergaften; mibunderstobd the.discoursefunction
of my utterance and responded to It as ayes/no qulstion
rather than 4 command. However; itje also'possible (arid
something:in my teacheree intuition sayi more,likely) ,that
hrfully understood what I had miont'but wasNAltwable to .

take advantage of'my uuceitaln'pbaition of authority ,

.(expressed Opecially,in my ling0IstichoiceY'ap4 was
almost successful, iro opting but of the cleanuplob.-

w.
,

In 'any case,lphinking,about the events and aboutithe
'intuitions that I already have about Harry and Where theY
may have come from, it octurkto meethat my.theoretIcal
perspectiveandlield tethdas iafnot he able to alter' the. :

way.people.zet in:fficial.encounters;:but ihey.May. at least
Tut sOmetextra'stePt4rbertn.those.sogial encounter& and the
ways we think and feel: out students. Qf teaChing-ii'
largely a matter of for-Ming-and testing hypotheses about

.

children, therAt. seems like a pod idea-to havt as'isucU
-- to have maay.ways fif thinking

about'and acLount4ng for,what wetot;serie, experience, and :-

do with.chiParen. (Field Notes, 1/9/75)
V.

*
$5

.

The researcher.began to speculate that the change,of,perspective
.

,Eihe Was experiending might also happen to the teactier if she were

-

invited-tobecome more intimately engaged in'thexesearch Process. The.

. .

..

,
early'insight was critical for'( \the researcher in deflning, with the e.....

4

1
teacher, both what 'the nature of their relationship. and the goals of

the research might be.

As the researcher spent%more time.in the classrodm, the teacher-.

felt more comfortable and better Informed.' :The teacher felt t,hat she .

vas beginning to have a definite hand in doge researcht .She realized
.

that, nithough teachers do not have time to be ethnographers A ilLytheir.

own classrooms, they can become more obsetvant participants. Together

't

,

they.generated new insights andAuestions whiph ME1.. Walsh checked out

by observation during and refletqlon after teachtng Itese activities

enabled hex .to become a%part,Of the process, not:justJ1 sourcesof data.

e 0
4 t
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V

The reaearcher put great effort into",incorpoFatini the teacher

into ae research plan: Constant contact ;Jith proeess
,

.

hetped the teacher to'see.herself as an'lmportant meMberof the

'vsearcla team. During the second yeli. of the pnoject, she also

received a salary. This was a tangible demonstration of heK member-:

ship adprovided additional motivation Tor her to take an actilie'role.

Also.during the prmjeceg second year, her'vlews were actively sought.
o.

IP
-Classroom participation by the tesearcher allovied more time for

T

'conversations than the viewing.sesbiops had.",Ubile in contact with
.

,4

the children during the school day, the distinction between teachet:and .

researcher wasroften blurred. Observations and questions could be.
shared on the sporor:during release time anq lunch% :However, there

still remained days when, busy with. tasiks specific to their separate

' roles, alljhat teacher9and researcher,could manage wete a."Hello" and

a "Good-bye."..

1

The Blending o'CRoles

One'of t.he first area s of joint tiscoyery for teacher And
_

researcher as they began to experieke he blending of Aleir'respective

roles.cohCerhed the idea of ducational "cbange.'! The issue of

'whether the research intended to chanwe anything in,the classroom was

ti problom for both: Since, so many strangers enter eladsrooms to .

engage in some Sort of pterventsion, the researcher's rof.elic4f partici-
.

pantobserver implied that change might be one goza of project

Howqvcr, icheas about the complexity of.behavcIor and about what might

meant by "change" grew ahd wore refinii In the eeacher/researcher

almost'from the outnef. .In fact, thoUghts hbout change b

came more mo"dest during the course of the study than they had. been

at the beginning. The teacher was not seen as someonci In heed of
a

1 `14

.

#'

.1



11 treatment," and the Teseargher, who became ih time leSs an' ,,

TA

outsideri.was not'aeen As'a Conventional agent of change.

, Like any'.teachler," Ms: 'Walsh had Particular classroft protaeuts;

and like 'any researcher, Ms. Florio had a personal agenda of research
s

questions. However, it was interesting to discover jutitiloig much these

two problem domains overlapped. Since each hoped to be helped with

. her individual concerns by sharing the diverse perspectivt; and kinds

of.expertise br9ught to the experience, each, was in some sense "changed"

!
by the.other"during the course of ehEN rdayarch.experiende: An example

, .

of.how the teacher's thinking waa affected by,hqr, involv enX with'
Nie

, . I, AL-. .

,.
6e research effort is*demonatrated tn.the fe,l?wiing 'anecante tepc

.

., .

from' field notes ! ' 4 : ' '. I, -
u'

i 4 0 C

4

,

There are specific probldms whi,ch might be addressed
with videotafies and Analysfa.: Onp of these is
the question of,Jerry.and'the iskale of whether he iS
suffering 'or benefitting frr his remedial, bilingual
tutorial help.,.

The issue of interruption and speculation about the
'pros and cons of taking.children out of the classroom
for extra help has been discussed before by the
teacher, od the researcher. Some children clearly
benefit'. from the help,; and.it *Seems worthwhile to'

sacrifice' their classrdom time and Place them'in a
new social setting with,yet another adult/evaluator
In the interest of malltery of some fundamental skill.
However, for other'students, like Jerry, the added
social complicattions of speciaOlelp may, in fact,
Interfere with the mastery of those skills.

In Jerry's case,.the tutorial help doesn't seem to be.
working... The-tutor. manifests a differentGstyle
than the teacher. It appears that the,tutor encourages
Jerry's,dependence on her. He.can't functiom when
'he returns to the reguiar,,class.

The teacher has 1:aised the problenl in conversation witt\
the researcher.- -.They have noted that the ethnico identity

ofjei-ry and- the italldn teacher, COmbined;with the
tutor's.lack'of expnrienve hn ciassrodms, and finally
Combined with her'Obvious temperaMental differences from
the regular Clvssroom teacher may make learning with
the tutor a very difiervnt kind of-expecrience than

" learning-with the regular classroom teacher." 4
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,

.:

The teacher has stAggested than an oxamination lif

th4;ways. in whtdh tutor and.dlassroom teacheT .

behave differently might he useful in both,under-
.

1

. standing and creatiVely. solving.the problm. ',She:-.-

has suggested that each profqssional obs00e and/or

view videotapes of the other tn anartylOpt to (Its-

.
,cover how_their own behaviorp.differ ,apd hot; Jerry

works'differently.with them,: '(tFteld tes, 2/4/76)

412'

The task for the researcher pn e other hand, was to become

more.and:more a part of the ./She was continually asking,eb-

a

seriarg, and being with the chil en. Yet, it was important for her

./

to bb bOth "stranger and fri0 (Powdermaker, 1966), preserving a

i/
kind of doable vision Allay. enabled-her Idiaccount in some larger

('

arella for how and why things made sense to the clOiSroom members in -

the ways they did.,
.11

le

For the teach:0#, the task was curiously reversea.' She was
. tl

cOntinually immersed in the fray; -and, ltke many other teachers;

experienced loneliness andlfrustration in that immersion. She 1eArne4

kradaally to look at her classroom probtems:not only in thee company,of

her researcher colleague,but to reflect on those problems using pore of
.

the perspectiyeand techniquee her colleague demonstrate& She ,

reflected On what she-thought, did, and absolutbly.know about her
0

class. She was an insider gaining.someilnterhal,distance from her role.

She was thu able,'at certain- moments, -io AP the familiar in a.fresh,

Vinew way. L.

k..

Procedure for Respirch

Concretely, thlw.cutious blend 1 roles engendered a' procedure

for classroom 'research in wiiich both ti4acher and researcher worke

closely in posing researchable questions; formulating hypotheses, and.,

gathering And analyzing data. They reed early on that 'classroom

. .

b
\ it

7

J.

el
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4

researclyoughp to.addreso the daily Concernk of. tvacher and..

'childrenArd notperel41 be descriptive or presieriptiver were

'
interested not only ii4addressing luestious about classroom.interact On,

but'in examining; as a phenomenon in its:own.right, the process of
.,

change of perspective and consciousness thaUboth experienced.

The research procedure had four components: parttcpant.obliervation

selective videotaping of claSsroom activity, joint viewing sessions, and,

some microanalysis of taped segments.
4

.

Research qaaations.were generatid in an ongoing manner. . They came,

_
from many sout'cs:, the problems pf inc4vidua1 children, the effects of

,

room,orga4Zation, the disruptiOns that occtirred and their possible
*1

a causes arid -others.' Once a quation '3! mutual interest was selected,
,

.

.,-
.

the-teacher and'redlOrcher went back through videotapes and
_

. ,

'field dotes previously collected anemade new ylpes:and,observati ns.

The team tried to find, instances or'the particular problem raised and
.

then began to generate hy6the8e8 that might andwer the Oestion.
4.

:Yina3ty, by viewing and microanalysis of segments as well as focused
1

classroom obpervapon, they aCtempted to locate in actual behayior

400
'the sourees of the issues raised.and thereby test their informed

Munches. They discovered that)working this way nerved both to provide

a rich ethnographic contex -01 itdcroanalysis and'to diffuse the anxiety

4

usually associated with self-analysis by means of videotape.

4
Microanalysis is defined for the purposes of this paper as the

careful viewing of selected behaviors ---verbiil and/or nonverbal
/Is they occur across time in an actiyity. In this paper a sample of
mii.roanalysls.of social interaction is pvesented, ft.ts in part By
means of microanalysis that tAacher and researcl\er alike can gain
insiv,ht into the behavioral sources.and cOrrelates_of the thoughts and
feelings that thpy have ahalt the social situations in whi.ch they are .

participants or observers.
4

4 t},. /
II
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1(

. / .111 making the c011aborative process a subject for study'es well,
.

.

the team,carefully do%mented meetingi, trying to keep track of insights,
, .

unique aPproaches dhd analyses, arid the"WaYs perspectives were Modified

as a result df dialogue and joint inquiry.
. ,. .

. ..
, .. .

As a final component, the team atkempted to ehink atput!and monttor
.-,. Ji

insCances of behavioral change -- spontaleous.and/or.delt erAte -- that
,1

occurred in the classroom'as a result of the joint atu4Y..

. A Case Situdy

This case study A intended as an fllustratioti-of the research

-
method. In it, the teacher and the researcher arrived at,the

4
problem for study in several *ays. The teacher hadmehtion'ed one day '

.

over coffee that she was curious about why one_firdt-grada student ,

A t

44

I

(Arthur) was able to "get to her" in-a way that another student (Lbuise)
.

,
, \

. .
.

, ., ',P.
, ,

.1-

-was not. The fesearcher recorded this- cOmment in her field notes. About
, .

. ,

a montp latet, they were again engaged in casual-conversation about li ,.
,

, ...
. ,

the classroom wben the teacher repeated her questIon about Arthur and.

Louise. She was surprised to learn that,the researcher had previously
. ,

noted it as oue of her'Rconcerns. They decided.to pursue the question
P

since'it had emerged as salient for both of them Arthend Louise .

being children frequently discussed by the teacher hnd.appearing often

In lite researcher's field notes.,

. The research process began withza directed conversation about the

two children.- The teacher and researcher discusSed similarities

'and differences between Louise and Arthur. Tha children were both z

first7graders'who tended to talk a great deal, yet therseemed to'be

.
t,reated very'differenEly by their,peers. Arthurvalfa leader and

Louise was an Object pf teaging and.exclusion. They atso bad differential
Y

.

sUccyss In gaining the ftoor am they attempted to talk in large class



meetings called'"biicles' (see,Figure 1).

f
With thea Aservations ln mind, .iihe telicher and reseOcher went'.

-
. j

back "through vidyotapes..collecied duping the verf fitirst weelcp-6f:.

schopl. They gbose.to.,look at.circles gecatige.they were dontexts in
.

4
4 4 ,

i

v

whi h both of the children 4peared and in whichiteacher and peers

were Aliso visible. The following regulartties t\ire noted in viewing
,

.

. ,

. .

these tapes:

Loulse and Arthur.tended to dominate the'CirPle .

timea. They talked and moved a great deal"and
were,noticed often by the teacher.
dr ,

. .
Louise and Arthur seeMed to be doing
things ip their attempts to gain the
Arthur clearly had a great:deal more
than Louise.'

the same
floor,)but
success.

3. Tte similar behaviors of Arthur and:Louise in-.
cluded sitting-on the outer edge of the group,
raisinehalids, shifting from sitting to. kneeling

, positions, moving toward and Away from the'
teacher, 'and verbalizing a great deal.

The researCh team then'selectively taped the entire class during

another typical circle:to determine whether these regulatitieS were

still occurring some six montha into the school year. °Feam members-

watched the tape without sbund, hoping thus to pay primary attention

to th large-scale tbvements of Louise And AxAur and not to be distracted
0'

for the momene by speech. Even without microanalysis, certain behaviors

again emerged as _common to both of the children, including,knkeling/

;

sitting, raising/waving of hands, and leaning rorward or away 'from

*

the teacher. These behaviors were chosen,for microanalysis simply

because they were 90- obVious to tbe viewers from the tape. They Lemed..

tp the tuajor ways im which thPse children were'expendit* energy

in trying to get a turn to talk (Pike, 1971).

4

77,;

A
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For the purpoes of microaqalysis the team carefully watched a

four-minute Segment 0 the beyenning of the circle, noting vaViation
.,

in the.behaviors .0entioried. TheY looked for Imginnings, eriding's, and

changes' of Antensily. -A fourth category -- presence or absence of

b.
talk -- was Oded .to:the analysisyAut the content of that talk was

'A
elccluded for-thepurpose of this analysis-.

4

Upon charting variations in theSe behaviors; the team discovered

that, indedd, there were similarities between the badviors of Lous4
,

and Arthur. 'However, there were some imPortant differeAC.0 in what

, . .

might be called the ef yficienc with which the two children manifested
.

.
. .

.
k . .

those behaviors (see Figure 2). It appeared that.whervArthur wantecrto talk,

hd.employed all four of the noted behaviors almost precisely at once.. He

_presented a unified front to the teacher, Making it clear that' he. intended5

to get'the floor. This picture of his behavior seemed to'be consistent

)with the' teacher's characterization of him as Ef leader amorig the

children and as an active participant in the circle. Louise, on the

other hand, seemed. enigmatic' ,to Ms. Walsh. She was of large Dhysical

size, and the teacher describred feeling that Louise "crept up on her"

duri g circles. When looking at the graphic representation of Louise
,

,1

it as clear that She often moved up and down and in and avt simultaneously.
,

Since rio hand movement or.verbalization generall)r accompanied such

movement, it was difficult to tell iT Louise was attempting, o gain.

0
'the floor or ribt. Whet did effierge, however, 'was a snake-like pattern

(.4 movement in which Louise seemed-to be, indeed, "creeping up" on the

teacher.

Arthur talked,in, quick.bursts andmoved more often during the four

minutes analyzed. Loulse,'on the Other-hand, held the.floor only,once.

'She talked for a very long time and was eventually cut off by the teacher.
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She did not movd I great"deal while.talking.

The teacher's behavior during those first four minutes ws0. alio
. .

.
.

'.'analyzed: Again, saltent movements were:charted.--,head:ad-'hand 4:,
.,. .

, ..- .
,

movements, gaze direction, and.the presencd/or absence of.talk.- The

class group seemed tO divide Aectitarly 100 thirds 1.eft,'center, aid

right -- in receiving her gaze. However,., the'tdacher looked at the

center section almost.half of the time arid at the right hand section

,

(containing Louise and Arthur) neaily all of the rest of the time,(see

.Figue 3).
e,

For the purposes of contrast, the team decided 6 take simiroanalyttcal

, look .at.one_of the,etOOPe.from the third.of the group receiving the .----

/
least of the teaCher's gaze. tee, the student on which the team focused,

N showed few of the behaviors
.
of Arthur and Louise. He was chosen in part

.1.
0 ..

,

e
.

-.

because he shared some traits with the other two students: he was of

large iihydical size, a first-grader, and a student who often sat on

the outer rim of the circle. However, he,differed from both,of.them in'
- ?

that he was very quiet and did not move quickly. In spite of Lee's

quietness, the teacher never seemed to doubt that h was paying attention..

',She referred to him as "academic",and felt no need to check up an him

by calling on him. In charting his behaviorsy the team realized that

most of the behaviors:velected for Arthur and Louise simplY did not

applyfor Lee. He never spoke alone or raised his hand, but he did
4

move his head and move in and out slightly. ' It is ihtereSting to note,
M. go

that he moved most while the teacher was talking, perhaps behaviorally

demonstrating to her that, !Ithough virtually silent, he was a persop-

-
who listened and paid aftentivn during circles:

0.J

1

a
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Thejniplication.of 'this brief and cursory lbok'it hoiusomesimple
.,

microanalyficchniques were applied in Addreising giteacher's ,pssese-,

ment Or'difficultles wich, particuld.c ghildren,ip-ttiA.there really

21
'

tf

. ,i-.
1....,: seerp td be-dasily ie'spotted ihaviorai eOrretates twthe ways &teacher '

., p : . , ,.. ,

.
.
,

,
,),,

° feels aloout children. Perhaps '

these,kinds of,data are important .

f ,

) .

.
..

. ,
.

'4' O *.
y

alb

ingredients in a'teacher's2assessments of children or in.his/her decisions
,

, q 0
.

.
.

about how and wby* activities are orgapiz14. Furthermore, it.teacherd

wish to intervene in their, own settings, they have.the means to. document' ,

Ihe ways in which that intervention mi ht change actual.behavior--.-
1 -

something mort concrete. and.Perhaps le
. '10threatening than feelings, "

and something that is critical-te the genesis of those feelings.

1

41 it
,--.. .- -

_,The early analytic work on this segment suggeeted further research.
%.

.W""',
lz- 4,11r.,

-04: tThe teacher and redearcher hoped to.lOok.in more detail, fo na aridei.!attfle.,
411P -...,

-. : .

.
, .

-,.

function of,gaze-direction. The3yhoped to consider amount of-talk; the-
.

.

,,

syntactic and semantiC.features of that talk (including to ieal relevance );-
1 y

paralingUilstic features sUch as pitch, loudnesiteand rate of speech;

,to,
and other- nonverbal behaviors that apipeared-to to-vary with them. Finally,

the,team hoped to return.to the original question, linking, the arielysis.
. ,

ofibehavior that took place at a,low level of inference back To the

feelings and problems that had initially prompted the question. In

this way, the team hoped Eo discover how the ways in which children

used speech and movement helped to create particular impressions of
p.

.

'.themselves and locate them in their 4eSpective places in
-

the larger
,

sdcial order.of,the classitoom.

Rationale for Colleaveship Betweeri-Ieacheand RIsearcher

,There are ethical, epistemological, and pragmatic reasons why

it IS worthwhile and important to adopt such a collegial, ethnographic

method of research in classrooMs. This method treats,the teacher and

4,
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.4

. .

.s

.

/ 7:

. ;
. ,

children not ati'objects of Study, but sp active subjepts of° great
.

. . , .

i '_. ..

interefit-and' importance. The teaCher's Opinions are4 :Wilued, ana .s/he

5

se'en as a.vital member of the redearch team. 'In Tact, teacher
.

4
'coeperatlen 414. inAgii't, are esspntial t6'the.pro4iss of ingUirY..- The

4
entire.research operation becomes more,congenial,' and thet!f$Adings

/4 4.4 .
V

Nia ',
i-are more benefipial tO

us
all involved.. 0

.
. SI W ..

'

Thisl3ystem essentially:delegates-the agent oCchan.ge role, not to'
,

,0
. ..,... . N a ,P 5. '` , -. ,,

an outsi o.de consultant, but t-the people who,'in many ways,,possess
4 P I

. s

the most direct and explicit poiVeruand responsibility to do"things in,

the setting. In this study, 'the ethnographer did not merely acquire

data in the setting.and depart, nor '4id she generate, in isolation,

.

S

'theories- or treatments to apply to manipulw the fxperience.of
. r .# 04-.5 '

class Vers. She was an integral pea of-the scot bthe
.

. .

information'of use and.inferpst in the development ofa-.unifliktheory %
.

,
. 4.Vl ' I " ,I :i

.. ..s: '. e :- . !.
.

of classroom interaction, *.and fadilitating,-by mea of hernOpertlibe '744
,

. .0.10....-,, J--
.

.
. . _

in certVwresearch methods,- ways for the teacher to gain a flWkirrdof

.4

4

A

perspective on het role and her vtudents.
.., .

, . .
.. -

w. -
..

. ,.
' !Mere is a need far' inservice work and cOntinuing'education courses

01114 Will help peach6rs share'experiences and solutions aed,rdise
.

.
. -

.

individual self-eAteem and awaren
,

ess. For example, the staff develop-'
,

ment literatere in%recent 'years has been replete wifh arguinehts for N

ry forms.of-inservice trainidg that would give teachers the

major role in determining the nature and direction of their professional

development.,'Id this Iight, this method of field work could be modified
. _

tb benefit most public schodl
1
systems on-a larger'scale. The method

..! 4

f

0
proposed would 4se twq resources:frequently not fully exploited In

schools -- theyideotap4 'equipment which almost every school system has
4

and often uses only minimally, and the teaching teams and friendship

F

I.

sr,

.s.
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groups that exist amoni, classroom teachers *in .any given btiildingi"

Faculties. have teuded to become'moie stabiii*ed in:the past
. .

'few yeari.. Pre-established familiaritil.truat, Mid iCworking

,xelationship =Ong small groups, eitist on,many faculqes.

0,

/1.0.141,4114:444..4

ve a heal star't in that ihey 'alreadt know aitd share mual.'

okraphic sata -Wit an outsider would have to work quite hard to

imilate. Many schools have curricula, grade levels, and clasaroom
Op

settiagt based'on established team approach. Rather,ihan having a

full;-time ethnographer.f011ow an individual teather, the emphasii

here would be

inside change

developmeqt.

dtChelping the meMbers of a team of teachers to become

agents, cooperating with'their peer, in mfessional

TeacherS workinkas participantieservera in'their peers'

classrooms could conetitute a source of energy and impetus for idea

exchange ahd dialogue unusual in many schoola.,
e

This method of field woil also confronts the problem of the lone.

jiness.experiented by self:-.con&lined clasproOM'teachers. (Sarason,"

1971). Teachers hove.friends among, their colleagues but rarely get
.

to shfre-individual proNesEilonal echniques-, problems,.or experiences

with one another. They are assig040, or perhaps 'Confined, to their

respectiye rooms, students,"and areas of expeitise. ,They often feel

,

ipolated, defeated, and.overwhelmed by their own problems, which they

tend to internalize or 'Ignore due;to their is"dration. They often do

not'admit to difficalties or share their innoviions and successes,

feeling, "Who really cares7!' or "Warne .with or against these 7

25 children.",

research in the context or discovery rather than pfbof, the

socipl scientist is the iastrument pu.ttingiher/himself through changes
-4

4.+4"

in.order to learn about the phenomena of interest. S/he.ddies not

.44

4.
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`t

.1'

..
I. t

-

manipulate the environment blie'fdcusee rather on isotatihm,describing,

or dtscovering the dynamics of that environmett -- what is predictable

,about it, how it functions,
,.,

, ,
...

occur. making the teacher a co-researcher it,is possible for the 4

.
4

to him or her. It is in this way that a teacher's

.

and what kpds of breakdowps can and tip"

24

4

same.thing to happen

e

behavior can be said,to4be changeable -- by having a new experience in

a tamiliar setpfng. If teachers were to sliare in the vrocess of

classroom

difficult

on a co

inquiry in the absence of a trained'ethnographer, it is not

to imagine that they could become eyes
4
and ears for each other

nu"ing basis, using their knowledge and the techniqueS of

, field research. They would work together as peers, avOiding the

awkward tendency for researchers from the outside to taiceOr have

autibuted

they work.

ft

them more power or au,thority than the feathers vith whom

eachers working together could become sourcps'of idea

exchange and d alogue for one another in creatively thinking about

classroom problems.

t-

40'
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